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REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision
Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism
in the real estate industry.
Our Vision
An organization leveraging our diverse
expertise to benefit all stakeholders
Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse professional
community

Greetings,
I hope this newsletter finds you all well. Hope you and your family
had a good enjoyable summer. I cannot imagine how quickly the
time passed by. We are already going into the fourth quarter of 2014.
I am happy to bring you the October issue of In Touch with the REIC
Toronto Chapter that includes activities updates and information
from around the Chapter. In this edition, you will continue to find
articles from Building Tours Series and Industry Leader Series. For the Building Tours Series,
the Urbacon Headquarters on June 20th and MaRs Centre on September 15th were very
well received. The participants and attendance in both Series are increasing relentlessly.
Members and friends are encouraged to take advantage of these Series to enrich their industry
knowledge.
As you know, the Toronto Chapter finally has its own IREM Council this year. We are
astonished to have our first IREM Regional Vice-President visit on September 15th and 16th.
2014 RVP Susanne LeValley and 2015 RVP Mary Aubrey visited Toronto and meeting with
the REIC Toronto Chapter Board and IREM Council. We had a very good exchange of ideas
and understanding our roles and responsibilities as a local council. The visit was to help
integrate the new IREM Council positions within the Toronto REIC Chapter.
There are many more exciting upcoming events require your attention. We have November
13th Waterfront Toronto Presentation, December 11 Delta Hotel Tour / Social and December
4th PMEXPO panel, just to name a few. Hope to see you all at the Events!
We are always looking for members to participate and volunteer for the Chapter. Spend a
little time as you can to find out how the Chapter works. Join a committee to help planning
for the events or help to promote them. Be a big brother/sister to mentor our candidates, help
them not only academically but emotionally to achieve their designations.
Toronto Chapter is here to serve our members. Although we may have short-comings,
we constantly looking for new ideas and suggestions to improve. Your comments and
recommendations are all welcome.
Walter L.K. Lui, FRI, CPM®

Discover the benefits of choosing a
professionally designated REIC member.
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Upcoming
Events
18 Industry
Leader Series
– Donald Schmitt
September 26 Meet & Greet with REIC Toronto Chapter
October 2 Toronto Chapter Awards Dinner
September

Mentors
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November
2013 REIC Toronto Chapter Awards Dinner November
Industry Leader Series: John Campbell, President
Westin
Prince Hotel
Tel | Cell | Fax
416 443 0300
Office: 416 416
443520
9250
5544
8619
Fax: 416 416
443443
9260
Email | Web
email: johroberts@trebnet.com
Realtor@Kenfinch.net
JOHNMARK E. ROBERTS, FRI www.KenFinch.net

Broker of Record

Shops at Don Mills
8 Sampson Mews, Ste 201
Toronto, Ontario, M3C 0H5

209-1370 Don Mills Rd., Toronto, ON, M3B

INTERESTED IN A REAL ESTATE RELATED
BUILDING TOUR OR EVENT?
PLEASE SEND US SUGGESTIONS TO
events@reictoronto.com
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and CEO of Waterfront Toronto
November - Toronto 2015 Pan American / Parapan American
Games Presentation & Tour
December
PM Expo 2014: Changing Landscape of Asset and
Property Management
December Building Value Through Site Expansion: A Case
Study of Yorkdale Shopping Centre
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December - Holiday
Holiday
Social & Delta Hotel Tour
December
Social

Status Certificates: What Are They? What Do They Mean?
By Martin K.I. Rumack
corporation, containing information about its
finances, property management, insurance,
reserve fund details, etc.
•The form and contents are prescribed by
Ontario condominium legislation. It must bear
the date on which it was prepared.
•You and your lawyer should review it to help
you decide whether to buy a particular unit.
How and when do I get one?
•This is set out by legislation too; you make a
written request to the condominium corporation,
with a fee of $100 including taxes.
lients thinking of buying a condominium unit often
ask me about Status Certificates, and what they say.
Here are some of the basic points that I tell them:

C

•The corporation has 10 days to provide it. If
the corporation fails to do so, then on the 11th day, the
certificate is deemed to include certain information.

What is a “Status Certificate”? Why is it important?
Who should review it?

What information does the Status Certificate
contain?

•It’s a key document, provided by the condominium

It must contain certain information and documents

earn
more
with an FRI designation.

An REIC designation increases your visibility. The FRI designation signifies you have extensive knowledge, experience and a
commitment to high business standards and ethics. Be the REALTOR® of choice with employers and clients.
Increase your earning potential. Visit www.reic.ca or call 1-800-542-7342 for more information.

learn more
more

achieve
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including (but not limited to):
•The common expenses for the particular unit, any
increases since the current budget, and whether they
are in default.
•Special assessments levied against the unit since the
current budget, and whether it has been paid.
•Outstanding legal judgments, and the status of any
actions.
•Reserve Fund Study information, and a summary.
•The current declaration, by-laws rules, fiscal budget,
and the last audited financial statements.
•A list of all current management agreements.
What do I do with all this information? What does
it all mean?
•The Status Certificate binds the corporation, and is a
“snapshot” of its affairs.
•It tells you a lot about what obligations and liabilities
you will have if you buy the unit, plus give you a glimpse
of some of the more practical day-to-day aspects. It can
also raise red flags.
•It can answer question such as “is this a good building?”
“Are there restrictions on leasing, pets, etc.?” “Are there
rented units as opposed to owner-occupied ones?”

•Now that you’ve seen the Status Certificate, maybe
you are having second thoughts.
•Fortunately you may have a way out – even if you
have signed an offer – if your agent has included a
conditional clause giving you several days after receipt
to review and satisfy yourself as to the information
provided.
•Unless you are satisfied, the offer becomes void and
you are entitled to a full refund of your deposit.
•Ensure that the condition is included in the offer.
So what’s the bottom line?
•If you are thinking of buying a condominium unit, then
getting and reviewing a Status Certificate is a simple but
essential part of the process.
•Lenders who provide financing will require the
information provided. Make sure you understand what
it’s telling you!

Martin K.I. Rumack is a Toronto-area
Barrister and Solicitor with over 30 years’
experience.

What if the Status Certificate contains an unpleasant
surprise?

Would you like to meet new people, have fun & improve your
business skills at the same time?
Volunteer to help with any of the REIC Toronto Chapter
Committees. There are plenty of choices to entertain yourself
while making business connections. If you would like to
participate send us a line to info@reictoronto.com

We’ d love to hear from you!
If you have something that would be of interest to the
membership, we would be happy to consider it for a
future issue.
Please send us an email to whatsnew@reictoronto.com
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Never Forget, It Always Comes Down to Value.
By Richard Robbins

3 Secrets All Real Estate Sales and
Business Professionals Need to Know
About Delivering Value to Todays’
Consumer.

A

fter all of the new technologies, market predictions,
industry ups and downs and changes to the way
business and sales professionals work, it turns out what
really matters is what has ALWAYS mattered. The value
you to provide to your clients and potential clients at a time
when they need it most.
Delivering tremendous value is the one ability all great
professionals share. The good news is it’s an ability that
anyone can master. When you shift your focus from
prospecting to educating, your thoughts shift from closing
a deal to educating consumers on what they didn’t know,
they didn’t know.

Never underestimate the value you bring to this industry.
It’s extraordinary.
__________________________________
Richard Robbins is the CEO of Richard Robbins International
Inc. and author of Deliver the Unexpected. To learn more
about how to transform your real estate sales business for
the coming decade, visit www.richardrobbins.com or call
1.800.298.9587 anytime.

When you stop burying people in information and start
offering them insight, you’re delivering value. When
you stop focusing on the transaction and start becoming
a trusted advisor, you bring more value. And when you
specialize in a specific area or niche market and truly
master it, you bring even more value.
However, to really make it work, you need to remember
these 3 things about value:
1. First, the best value is unexpected value. When you
experience the delight of great service or great information
that you never anticipated, that’s true value. Unexpected
value can’t be beat.
2. Second, value needs to be communicated. Much of the
change ahead is about perception. Consumers are trying
to justify your value. With the tools to buy and/or learn
just about anything online, potentials clients and clients
often perceive the value of real estate related services
as lower. Your job is to change that perception, and
communicate value with absolute clarity. Remember,
making your value apparent is your responsibility.
3. Third, you must believe in your value. The internet
and information age may have given consumers a
fresh independence in their real estate and mortgage
transactions, but it’s also given them a false
confidence. Your clients may have information and
tools, but they don’t have your experience, wisdom
or insight.
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Tour of RBC Waterpark Place

O

n Friday July 18th, members and guests of the REIC
Toronto Chapter had the opportunity to see the new
30 storey, class AAA office tower being developed in a
joint venture between Oxford Properties and CPP Investment Board. This 940,000 square foot building is the third
building in the Waterpark Place development and will be
connected to the PATH system by a new elevated enclosed
pedestrian bridge from the second floor linked directly to
the Air Canada Centre and Union Station. The building
was designed by WZMH Architects and constructed by Ellis Don. The main lobby is 35 feet high built with sustainable building products and dolomite pillars from Turkey.
RBC Waterpark Place is located between Bay and York
Streets on the north side of Queens Quay Boulevard. The
building will be RBC’s new national headquarters for it’s Canadian
Banking business, which
will include a 25,000 sq.
ft. training room
which has no
columns
offering unobstructed views
due to the post
tension design.
RBC, the main
tenant will occupy 600,000
sq. ft. and Cisco will take
approximately
110,000
sq.
ft. with the remaining spaces for a variety
of multi-tenanted
office
tenants in the
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high rise portion of the structure. Retail space was lacking
in the original two towers and they will be expanded and
connected to the third tower once the project is completed
in October. As a result, there will be 45,000 sq. ft. of retail
including 11 food court tenants and seating for 650 people
plus a further 50 outdoor seats for seasonal use. In addition, a fitness centre for tenants, bike parking and change
rooms will help accommodate the
8,000 people working there.
Oxford
is
hoping to
achieve
LEED
(Leadership
in Energy and
Environmental
Design)
Platinum
for

RBC Waterpark Place with one of the most advanced
buildings in Canada. The Platinum accreditation requires
an additional 20 points in energy savings over Gold, based
upon a detailed criteria covering innovation in design, indoor environmental quality, water efficiency, and energy
and atmosphere, among other categories. Some examples
shown during the tour was the vision glazing to allow for
bright open space and improved insulation, solar fins, best

in class plumbing and light fixtures, a dedicated outdoor
air system for optimum fresh air and deep lake water used
to cool the building.
The Toronto Chapter of the Real Estate Institute of Canada
coordinates tours of certain buildings to showcase new or
unique technologies, in support of REIC’s overall mandate
of “Life Long Learning”.
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AGA KHAN MUSEUM and THE ISMAILI CENTER IN TORONTO,
a cultural bridge to unite the Middle East and the West.
Text and photos by Alex Pino, Real Estate Broker, Architect, FRI

A

fter 12 years in the making, with great joy for our city
and nation, in September 2014 was open to the public
the wonderful urban architectural complex dedicated to
the promotion of Muslim culture built by the Aga Khan
Foundation, comprised of the Aga Khan Museum and the
Ismaili Centre in Toronto.
Two buildings with different complementary uses, united by
a minimalist landscape offer visitors a contemporary space
in a privileged site; allowing the feel that the flow of natural
elements like water, earth, light and air, can still be found in
a prime urban location.
The Aga Khan Museum, unique in North America was
conceived as an educational institution in the fields of art
and Muslim culture in order to promote knowledge and
understanding within their societies and other nations. The
need to reduce the increasing division and misunderstandings
between nations of the Middle East and the West was the
key factor for His Highness the Aga Khan, in the decision to
undertake a project of this magnitude. Canada, world leader
in its commitment to welcome immigrants with different
traditions and beliefs that share common values, was the
country chosen by the foundation to house the museum
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and from there to meet the objective of deepening the
understanding between different philosophies, essential for
peace and progress in the world. Toronto has a significant
concentration of Muslims and offers a strategic location
that allows reaching an audience of over 60 million people
within an hour’s flight.
The 11,000 square-meter museum was designed by
renowned Pritzker Prize-winning Japanese architect
Fumihiko Maki in a contemporary style with simple lines
and sloping profile where light plays a major factor, treated
with uniquely designed skylights inspired by the windows
in mosques. The first floor contains a central courtyard with
a perfect square proportion conformed by a curtain wall of
full height glassing panels etched with mashrabiya Arabic
patterns that are permanently reflected by the sun’s rays
onto the peripheral white walls. This court is the museum’s
heart, serving as a bordering line between the communal
and private realms. Visitors are permitted to enjoy the
public areas of the museum at any time during opening
hours, allowing them for gift shop browsing, eating at the
restaurant or enjoying the open-air courtyard served by the
adjacent café. The Bellerive Room, protected by similar star
motifs was inspired on the Persian Salon from the late Prince
Sadruddin Aga Khan’s residence in Geneva and features
ceramics from the Museum permanent collection. This is
a perfect backdrop for live artists and musicians performing
enchantments from the Middle East.
The permanent exhibition is located on the ground floor
highlighting more than 1,000 pieces from different Muslim
cultural manifestations showing its influence from the
Middle East to North Africa and Europe spanning a millennia.
A double height area offers a superb sense of greatness
accentuated by the subdued light filtered through hexagonal
inclined skylights and smaller beacons of the same shape.
The second floor houses temporary exhibitions, including
modern artists. The hexagon, representing heaven in Islamic
art, has been widely utilized in the complex including the
outstanding auditorium with an hexagonal staircase, floor
shape and elevation that ends on a grandiose dome defined
by geometric and light shapes reminiscent of a nineteenth-
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century Iranian bazaar, toppled by a skylight that can be
seen from afar. The Diwan Restaurant, with its intricate
wall designs offers delicacies from the Middle East amid
magnificent outdoor views.
Charles Correa, renowned architect and planner from India,
designed the Ismaili Centre. The heart of the building is a
majestic glass dome that serves as a sacred place of prayer,
and as such, is geographically directed to Mecca. The central
portion of the dome has a clear through glass enclosure
allowing natural light to fill the space with overpowering
presence. Double sets of glass ceiling panes encompass a
technological marvel that allows proper climate control for
a steady room temperature in the heat of the summer or the
freezing winter. The whole experience for visitors who do
not practice their faith is remarkable and the sense of the
unexpected is extraordinary. First you have to make part of
a guided tour of the facilities. The prayer hall is not to be
entered alone and photos of any kind are prohibited. Shoes
are asked to be removed and through a lower hall, a zenith
light poured from a perfect eight-point star softly blesses you.
As you enter the sacred area, a state of awe fills the space
with a resplendent glass dome supported by linear black
metal beams permitting the full span without any supporting
vertical element, just like pending from the air.
The building provides various meeting rooms, as well as
informational and study areas to learn about their culture
and religion. Large windows decorated with intricate

patterns are used to separate private and public spaces and
in all the cases natural light and walk out to open air terraces
is a constant feature.
Lebanese landscape architect Vladimir Djurovic, joined the
two buildings using a linear composition of infinity pools
aligned with a precise selection of trees, offering a state of
calmness perfect to admire the vegetation and landscape
that changes with the seasons. Nature plays an important
role and the practices of meditation are often done in areas
with magical and ethereal feelings. The reflection of all the
elements, influenced on the Alhambra and the Taj Mahal,
offers a magical visual spectacle not to be missed. Viewed
from the highway or from the street, the sets of geometrically

planted trees, all with the same height, look like a protecting
barrier of soldiers contrasting with the white bold elements
of the buildings.
Imran Qureshi, a recognized contemporary Pakistani artist
has planted a painted garden on an enormous marble surface
between the two largest reflecting pools with the intention of
creating a garden within a garden.
A wide variety of specialized trades are used on a regular
basis by the property manager and site administrators to
guarantee the performance of the components, such as light
sensitivity controls, audio, room temperature, humidity,
moisture, sun reflection, water levels of the infinity pools,
irrigation systems, and security amongst others.
Let us seize the opportunity presented by these new spaces
to awaken our intellectual curiosity and recreate our senses.

Brookfield Place

Gallery Alan Lambert
This
magnificent
urban corridor
designed by
Starchitect
Santiago
Calatrava
offers year
round exhibits
worth the visit
like the ones
showcased in
these pictures
by Alex Pino,
FRI Arch Broker

Life as an Intern at Bentall Kennedy
by Oladimeji Akeem Showande (CPM candidate)

I

t all started on the 4th of March 2014
when I started working at Bentall
Kennedy for 4 months internship as
a property manager. Indeed it was an
exciting moment for me.

The first two months I worked in the
commercial portfolio which manages
office, industrial and retail buildings.
My first day at work, I reported directly
to the senior property manager commercial portfolio; she
explained my roles and introduced me to other employees.
About an hour later, I had the opportunity to attend a monthly
general meeting along with all the property managers. The
challenges they face in the field were discussed as well as
how they can resolve them in a professional manner. I made
sure I took down some notes during the meeting and I still
make reference to those notes when needed.
Experience advances knowledge; it was a great opportunity to
sit with a team of professionals with many years of experience
in the field. The meeting was a heads up for the challenges
that I was going to face in the field as a junior property
manager. I job shadowed different property managers under
different portfolios which gave me a vast knowledge on
how to handle and manage issues on day to day operations.
The fundamental principles in property management are
keeping to rules, regulations, procedures and policies of an
organization.
During one of our routine meeting, I contributed toward
sustainability and its benefit in our environment .I was asked
to write on how it will benefit both the management and
tenants. I wrote about five areas of benefit:
1. ENERGY EFFICIENCY (System performance, Mechanical
equipment, Energy performance, Building envelope integrity,
Lighting and renewable energy use)
2. INDOOR AIR QUALITY AND ENVIROMENT(Ventilation
& exhaust system, Outside air delivery monitoring, Emission
& ozone protection, Pollution control & indoor air quality,
Environmental tobacco smoke control)
3. WATER CONSERVATION( Water usage, Waste water
technologies, Landscaping, Discharge water compliance)

4. SITE SUSTAINBILITY(Soil stabilization, Site disturbance,
Storm water management and Light pollution)
5. MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION (Demolition and
waste management, Use of alternative materials, Toxic
materials and Recycling)
I explained how tenants could benefit from the forever green
program. This can be done by:
a) Introducing the forever green program to all tenants
b) Creating awareness about the program
c) Analyzing the Cost benefit
d) Highlighting the healthy workplace benefit
e) Pointing out the global impact
In my last two months, I worked in the Corporate and
Residential portfolios. I was introduced to Bentall Kennedy
systems of operation and the corporate policy as a property
management company. I contributed to the enhancement of
the level of service provided by the strategic resource group
comprising of Risk Management & Insurance, Environmental
Health and Safety, Energy and Sustainability departments.
Their operating system and policies are so dynamic and
professional. No wonder property owners and other investors
commit the management of their investments and properties to
Bentall Kennedy. The system, office environment, managerial
structure and caliber of professional staff has created a craving
for me to become a Certified Property Manager. I learned a lot
about property management including maintaining effective
chains of communication, feedback as well as zero tolerance
for failure.
The internship has been a great experience exposing me to the
Canadian work environment. I have a better understanding
on how properties are being managed in this country. I have
more experience than I could write down. I cherish the
relationship that was established with such an amazing set of
professionals.
Thanks to REIC Toronto chapter for creating the Mentorship
Program which provided my opportunity to work with Bentall
Kennedy.
For further information about the Mentorship Program, you can
contact me e-mail:- broshowola@yahoo.com or visit our REIC website
www.reic.ca

JOB POSTING
Looking for a new job, career change or wishing to advertise a new position on the REIC
website. click here to view The Career Centre
REIC offers a career posting service that’s cost-effective advertising of positions available in the
real estate industry, for further details, contact sandra.demedeiros@reic.com
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